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NZSL goes digital....
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…. and then?
Benefits
• Multimedia– much better ways of 

presenting (sign) languages
• Wider audience
• Faster updates
• Free for users
• More direct contact with users

Challenges
• Competing resources
• Data shared outside of the dictionary – copyright 

breaches
• High user expectations
• Technology hiccups
• Getting ongoing funding
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Users
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Technology
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User research tools
� First user study (Vale 2015, 2017)

� Log files (Google Analytics)

� Think aloud activity / interview with small 
number of users
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Users

� Ongoing feedback and analysis
� Analytics for website + mobile apps

� Hotjar analysis / feedback tool suite
� Quick pop-up polls linked to an online action or page

� Heat maps

� Recordings

� Direct feedback via email and web form



Analytics

2011 
(July –
Dec) 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

2019 
(Jan –
Aug)

original 
URL 16,358 36,357 40,108 43,416 57,623 60,073 55,234

new URL 8,888 41,025 51,547
mobile 
Android 6,246 6,713 7,927 9,772
mobile 
Apple 3,607 5,771 5,805 8,259 6,274
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does a high number of users equal success?

Not necessarily!

Users



� High number of casual, one-off users

� Much smaller number of ‘serious’ dictionary 
consultations
� mostly non-deaf, beginner learners

� Few Deaf ‘native’ users – mostly sign language 
teachers
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Users
Findings of first user study

Focus on the functions that are most important 
to these users
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Functions
• Casual browsing / curiosity

• Language learning (mainly production)

• Language teaching

• Dictionary as the authority – confirming current 
language use

• Make the most frequent functions (e.g. English – NZSL 
lookup) quicker and smoother to carry out.

• Bring most often needed information to the front

Functions



� Most searches for highly frequent signs

� All sign pages visited at least once in the first 
year

� Many unsuccessful searches 
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Content
Content

Pay attention to lemma lacunae 
(Bergenholtz & Johnsen 2005)
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Technology
Rapid technological change

2008 
(project 
start)

Broadband 
limited Flash video Desktop / laptop 

computers

2011 (at 
launch)

More broadband 
access MP4 video Rise of the iPad / 

tablet

2017 
(refresh)

High speed 
broadband 

common (though 
not yet universal)

Webm video
Mobile phone 
more popular 
than desktop

+ ongoing updates required of database, server environment 
(cloud storage), browser compatibility etc.



Maintenance and innovation
� 2016: changes to video player

� 2017: 

� Design overhaul

� Videos playable directly from search 
results

� Responsive website 

� Updating and standardising mobile apps

� Move to Open Source: GitHub repository

� 2018:

� speed up search results

� Improvements to vocabulary sheet
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Vocabulary sheet



Approximately 4,000 signs were processed 
completely before website launch

Since launch: 
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• 2013 Translations of all main senses into Te Reo Māori

• 3 more sign ‘batches’ processed:

• ‘lemma lacunae’ – e.g. new topics play and toys; 
sports

• 2017 Geographical signs (prompted by 
geographical board)

Adding to dictionary content



Engaging with users

� Facebook page

� Contact page

� Deaf community validation groups
� Visits to the community
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A new phase: NZSL Share
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Ongoping collaboration with 
web developers Ackama

• A separate website to complement the ‘official’ dictionary
• Newly developing vocabulary
• Online validation and discussion forum
• Community contributions: crowdsourced 
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